1. Introduction {#s0005}
===============

A lesion along the central visual pathway (from optic tract to visual cortex) often yields specific visual defects characterized by decreased vision or blindness of the contralesional visual field of both eyes, i.e. homonymous hemianopia (see [@bib7]). In some cases, usually as a result of lesion of the optic radiation, the visual field defect may be limited to the upper or lower quadrant (quadrantanopia). More rarely, as a result of bilateral damage, a loss of vision of the superior or the inferior half of both visual hemifields may occur (altitudinal hemianopia). Thanks to the "revolutionary" discovery of [@bib41] and [@bib55] of the existence of unconscious visually triggered responses, hemianopic patients have become a fundamental source of information on the neural mechanisms of visual perceptual awareness and on possible mechanisms of recovery from cortical blindness. Larry Weiskrantz defined as "blindsight" unconscious visually triggered behavior which was later subdivided into Type I and Type II according to the absolute lack of any form of perceptual awareness or to the presence of a "feeling" that a visual stimulus was presented, respectively ([@bib53]). The study of the neural substrate of blindsight is obviously of crucial importance to understand the mechanisms enabling perceptual awareness. So far there have been several functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies (see [@bib1]; [@bib9]). Their contribution has provided important information but the temporal dynamics of the shift from unconscious behavior to blindsight of either Type I or II and possibly to full recovery of perceptual awareness require a much higher temporal resolution than fMRI, such as that ensured by electroencephalographic (EEG) methods.

Visual evoked potentials (VEPs) represent an EEG technique that measures variation of cortical activity as a function of time or frequency during repeated visual stimulation and can provide detailed information on the functional status of the visual system. Transient VEPs are the most used technique and are produced by slow-rate stimulus presentation (below 4 Hz**)** to allow the brain activity evoked by a stimulus to return to baseline level before the next stimulus is delivered. Transient VEPs have been frequently used not only in basic visual neurophysiology but also for the diagnosis of several optical and neurological pathologies. However, their use in the study of hemianopic patients has been very scanty albeit with some exceptions ([@bib8], [@bib11], [@bib23], [@bib28], [@bib43], [@bib48]). [@bib49] were the first to study the neural correlates of blindsight in hemianopic patients but found that visual stimuli (words) presented to the blind hemifield could not elicit a response except for one patient with clinical signs of blindsight out of four patients tested. This patient showed task-related late activity such as the P3 and some earlier components around 80--300 ms. They concluded that the kind of blindsight shown was not mediated by the geniculo-striate pathway. In keeping with this conclusion, early components peaking around 90--130 ms after stimulus onset have been found in later studies in healthy participants to arise from extrastriate visual areas (e.g. [@bib16]). Furthermore, [@bib28] with moving visual stimuli did find VEP responses to stimulus-onset presentation from the damaged hemisphere but only when the intact hemifield was stimulated and therefore via interhemispheric connections. Interestingly, with motion-onset stimuli, VEP responses could be obtained only from patients with left hemisphere damage. Broadly similar results have been observed by [@bib6] who studied the VEP responses to static and moving stimuli in two hemianopic patients with either right or left occipital lesion. Results clearly showed the presence of N1 and P2 components over the damaged hemisphere for both static and moving stimuli, and a late negative component (around 350 ms) in the intact hemisphere but only for moving stimuli and when stimulating the blind hemifield in the left lesioned patient who also showed blindsight. Authors suggested that interhemispheric transfer mechanisms subserved this kind of blindsight for moving stimuli.

Given this relatively scanty evidence, in the present study we decided to use another type of VEP, namely, steady-state VEPs (SSVEPs) where repetitive (or flickering) visual stimuli are presented at a high rate (usually from 10 to 20 Hz), eliciting a continuous and steady sequence of oscillatory potential changes arising mainly in the visual cortex. This stimulation is rapid enough to prevent the evoked neural activity from returning to baseline. The SSVEPs reflect high propagation properties (i.e. a combination of locally and widely temporally distributed sources), are less sensitive to different kinds of artifacts, require much less time to acquire data and have a larger signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) than transient VEPs ([@bib19], [@bib52]).

To our knowledge, no evidence is available on SSVEP responses from the blind field of hemianopic patients. Thus, the present study was motivated by the idea that SSVEP might be sensitive enough to record residual functional activity from cortical visual areas in the lesioned or the intact hemisphere following stimulus presentation to the blind hemifield.

The SSVEP generally appears in scalp recordings as a near-sinusoidal waveform at the frequency of the driving stimulus and its harmonics i.e. the waveforms are typically modulated at the fundamental stimulus frequency in the case of an unstructured stimulus (e.g. flash) or at the double of the fundamental frequency if the stimulus is a contrast-reversing pattern (e.g. checkerboard or sinusoidal grating, [@bib42]). It can be measured in time, frequency and time-frequency domains and is better observed in frequency or time-frequency ([@bib48], [@bib52]). Previous SSVEP studies, combined with fMRI in healthy participants have found that repetitive 6 Hz pattern-reversal stimulation produces a sequence of oscillatory brain potentials at 12 Hz (i.e. the second harmonic) with activations located over the primary visual cortex (V1), motion sensitive brain areas (MT/V5) mid-occipital (V3A) and ventral occipital (V4/V8) areas ([@bib18]).

Accordingly, the specific objectives of the present study are to evaluate the reliability of SSVEP elicited by stimulation of the blind field of hemianopic patients, and to describe the time and frequency modulations and the spatial distribution of this activity. The more general aim is to try and understand the neural mechanism of the possible shift from loss of visual perceptual awareness to unconscious above chance visual behavior (see [@bib54]) and possibly to recovery of conscious vision. To achieve that, one important initial step is to find out whether one can demonstrate the presence of reliable neural visual responses following presentation of visual stimuli to the blind field of hemianopic patients not only those exhibiting blindsight but also those in which it was not possible to demonstrate unconscious above chance visually triggered behavior. To anticipate the major finding described below, we were amazed to find out that all hemianopic patients, with or without blindsight, showed reliable responses to visual stimuli presented to the blind hemifield.

2. Material and methods {#s0010}
=======================

2.1. Participants {#s0015}
-----------------

Thirteen young healthy participants (10 females; mean age = 27.2 years old, SD = 3.0), and thirteen hemianopic patients (4 females; mean age = 58.0 years old, SD = 9.1) with different long-standing post-chiasmatic lesions participated in the study. According to the inclusion criteria, only patients with hemianopia diagnosed at least three months before the first testing session and who had undergone clinical visual campimetry and structural MRI were included. The criteria for exclusion were: pre-existing neurologic or psychiatric disorders, drugs or alcohol addiction, presence of a general cognitive impairment as revealed by a score equal or less than 24 at the Mini Mental State Examination ([@bib24]) and presence of impairment of spatial attention (i.e. hemineglect). The presence of the last impairment was tested with a neuropsychological battery including: Line Bisection ([@bib46]), Diller letter H cancellation ([@bib20]) and Bell Cancellation ([@bib25]). Finally, patients were evaluated with the Visual Function Questionnaire (VFQ25) in order to assess their subjective impressions on their visual abilities in everyday life ([@bib31]). All healthy participants and patients had normal or corrected to normal visual acuity. Informed consent was obtained from healthy participants and patients after they had been fully informed about the experimental procedures and their rights. The study was approved by the Ethics Committee of the European Research Council and of the Verona Azienda Ospedaliera Universitaria Integrata (AOUI).

Summary of the clinical details of the patients are detailed in [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}. Patients' clinical campimetry is shown in [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"} and cerebral lesions are in [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}.Table 1Patients' clinical details.Table 1PatientAgePost-Damage Interval (months)GenderLesionHemianopiaLF5040FIschemic lesion that involves the cortex of the anterior half of right calcarine fissure to the origin of parieto-occipital fissure.Upper left quadrantanopia.            AP4747MLesion involving the inferior anterolateral portion of right occipital lobe with extension in the posterior part of the temporal lobe and the upper part of right cerebellar hemisphere. A partial sparing of calcarine fissure was present.Upper left quadrantanopia.            RC509MLesion involving the medial portion of right occipital lobe. There is an involvement of the lingual and fusiform gyri till the occipital pole, with alterations of the calcarine fissure, especially the inferior part.Upper left quadrantanopia.            BC6910MLesion involving the medial portion of right occipital lobe, with an extension over the parieto-occipital fissure. An important involvement of the lingual and fusiform gyri till the occipital pole, with alterations of the calcarine fissure is observed.Left lateral hemianopia.            GS759MLesion involving the antero-superior part of the right calcarine fissure with relative sparing of the posterior part. A partial involvement of the cuneus is observed.Left lateral hemianopia.            LC669MRight temporal and parietal lesion, with posterior extension to the white matter of occipital lobe, involving the lateral part of optic radiation. The right calcarine fissure is normal.Left lateral homonymous hemianopia.            FB4917FExtensive lesion mainly involving the right temporal and parietal lobe, with development of a poro-encephalic cavity in temporal lobe and ex-vacuo dilatation of right lateral ventricle. In the occipital lobe, the lesion involves the superior and a portion of the middle occipital gyri. Right optic radiation was interrupted. The other parts of occipital lobe are preserved.Left lateral homonymous hemianopia.            HE607MLesion involving the medial part of right occipital lobe with *peri*-calcarine distribution. The alterations are predominately in the upper part of calcarine fissure with extension to the cuneus.Left lateral homonymous hemianopia.            GA6015MIschemic lesion involving the left parieto-occipital lobe. In the occipital lobe, laterally, the lesion involves the superior, middle, inferior and descending occipital gyri. Medially the lesion involves the cuneus and the occipital pole and the white matter of the posterior part of optic radiation, with relative sparing of the lingual and fusiform gyri.Lower right quadrantanopia.            SL4770FLesion involving the median para-sagittal portion of the left occipital lobe. The lesion involves the lingual gyrus, with *peri*-calcarine fissure distribution.Right lateral homonymous hemianopia.            AN5429MLesion involving the left temporo-parietal lobe, with extension to the occipital lobe in the superior and middle occipital gyri. The alteration of the white matter in the occipital lobe suggests an involvement of the upper part of left optic radiation.Right lateral homonymous hemianopia.            LB625FIschemic lesion in the vascular territory of the left posterior cerebral artery, involving the entire occipital lobe, including the left calcarine fissure.Right lateral homonymous hemianopia.            AM6538MBilateral median para-sagittal occipital ischemic lesions involving the lingual gyrus, more evident in the right side. On the right side, a thinning of the anterior portion of calcarine cortex is observed.Bilateral Altitudinal Hemianopia.Fig. 1Patients' clinical campimetry A) left hemianopia (right hemisphere lesion); B) right hemianopia (left hemisphere lesion) and C) bilateral altitudinal hemianopia (bilateral hemispheric lesion). Humphrey Field Analyzer II (HFA) visual perimetries used are: SITA-standard strategy for patients LF, FB, BC, HE, GA, AN, SL, LB and AM; and two zone strategy for GS, AP, LC and RC. Descriptions of the lesions are reported in [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}.Fig. 1Fig. 2Patients' structural magnetic resonance images. Localization and extension of the lesions are drawn in red. A) right hemisphere lesion with resulting left hemianopia; B) left hemisphere lesion with resulting right hemianopia; and C) bilateral hemispheric lesion with resulting bilateral altitudinal hemianopia. Images are left-right oriented according to the radiological convention.Fig. 2

2.2. Stimuli {#s0020}
------------

The visual stimulus (see also [@bib18]) consisted of a circular black and white horizontal Gabor grating whose diameter was 2° of visual angle and with a spatial frequency of 4c/° (see [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}). The background luminance (18 cd/m^2^) was the same as the mean luminance of the Gabor grating which was contrast modulated at 32%. The flickering of the grating was obtained by contrast reversal each 83.3 ms (i.e. a reversal rate of 12 Hz) to complete a cycle every 166.7 ms (fundamental frequency of 6 Hz). The stimulation was performed by presenting simultaneously four sinusoidal Gabor gratings on the screen each on one of the four quadrants of the visual field: upper right, upper left, lower right and lower left.Fig. 3Eccentricities of the stimuli for healthy participants.Fig. 3

2.3. SSVEP stimulation {#s0025}
----------------------

Participants were comfortably seated in front of a LCD video monitor (resolution = 1920×1080; refresh rate = 144 Hz) at a viewing distance of 57 cm from the monitor screen. The stimuli were binocularly presented and participants were asked to maintain a stable fixation on a central cross during stimulus presentation. Ocular movements were externally controlled through a close-circuit camera and constant feedback about their ability to maintain fixation was given. SSVEP stimulations consisted of 4 runs that included 12 blocks of 20 s of flickering each (240 s of stimulation for run). Short breaks were included between blocks and longer pauses between runs. Each block consisted of the presentation of the four Gabor stimuli described above (one in each quadrant of the visual field); during stimulus presentation each Gabor grating started flickering one at a time for 5 s with inter-stimulation intervals of 400 ms. The presentation of the flickering Gabor was randomized across quadrants and a total of 2800 pattern-reversal stimuli for each quadrant was obtained.

For each patient the stimulus was positioned in the blind area on the basis of the results of the clinical campimetry (see [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}) and of a visual mapping test carried out in the lab. This testing had two purposes: a) to determine for each patient the blind portion of the visual field with a binocular stimulus presentation in the same experimental conditions as in the subsequent experiment; and b) to train patients to keep the gaze steadily on the fixation point at the center of the screen by controlling eye movements through a close-circuit camera and an eye-tracking system (The EyeTribe ©). For visual mapping 2° square-wave gratings with 7 bars and Michelson contrast of 1 were used. Background mean luminance was 4.15 cd/m2. Stimuli were presented on the screen with exposure duration of 150 ms in a pseudo-random order at different eccentricities (more often in the blind field). Patients were comfortably seated in front of a LCD video monitor at a viewing distance of 57 cm in a dimly lit room and were instructed to press the space bar of a keyboard as quickly as possible following detection of the stimulus. For patients with a full hemianopic loss, stimuli were presented three times randomly in 195 positions in the blind field and 20 in the sighted field, whereas for patients with quadrantanopia they were presented in 91 positions in the blind and 10 in the sighted field. Data were processed in MATLAB (version 8.2.0, The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA, 2010) to generate a greyscale map of the visual field with different shades of gray, see [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"} for an example of visual map. Maps were compared to the patients' clinical campimetry to confirm the extension of the visual field and select the best position to present the stimuli in the blind field and in the corresponding intact field on the opposite side. Eccentricities of stimulus presentation for each patient are reported in [Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}. For healthy participants stimulus position was the same for the whole group (see [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 4Example of visual field mapping of patient LF (upper left quadrantanopia). Black squares indicate no responses (0/3), dark grey, grey and white indicates 1, 2 and 3 responses out of 3. Light grey in the lower left and right hemifields indicates the intact fields. Units on the vertical and horizontal axes are in degrees and each square on the grid represents 1° of visual angle at 57 cm from the screen.Fig. 4Table 2Stimulus position in degrees in patients and healthy participants (HP). The four stimuli were symmetrically positioned in the four quadrants.Table 2PatientStimulus position (°)XYLF12.2°6.4°AP5.7°11°RC8.6°8°BC9°3°GS4°6.5°LC14°3.3°FB13.8°6.3°HE10.2°8°GA7.3°2.7°SL4.8°4.8°AN13°7.8°LB7.7°7°AM5°5°HP[a](#tbl2fna){ref-type="table-fn"}5°5°[^1]

2.4. EEG recording {#s0030}
------------------

EEG was recorded from 59 active electrodes (ActiCap, Brain Products GmbH, Munich Germany) placed according to the 10-10 International System with two BrainAmp amplifiers and acquired using the Recorder 1.2 (Brain Products GmbH, Munich, Germany). The left mastoid served as on-line reference; additionally the right mastoid electrode was used in order to re-reference recording offline to the average of the right and left mastoid electrodes. The ground electrode was placed at the AFz electrode position. Horizontal and vertical eye movements were monitored with four electrodes placed at the left and right canthi and above and below the right eye, respectively. The impedance of all electrodes was kept below 5 KΩ. The EEG was recorded at 1000 Hz sampling rate with a time constant of 10 Hz as low cut-off and a high cut-off of 1000 Hz with a 50 Hz notch filter.

2.5. Analysis {#s0035}
-------------

### 2.5.1. EEG pre-processing {#s0040}

The EEG signal was pre-processed offline using Analyzer 2.1 software (Brain Products GmbH, Munich, Germany), MATLAB (version 8.2.0, The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA, 2010) scripts and EEGLAB toolbox ([@bib14]). Firstly, data pre-processing was carried out for all channels by re-referencing to the average of the right and left mastoid electrodes. Vertical eye movements were corrected by means of Independent Component Analysis (ICA) ocular correction ([@bib30]), a method that consists of separating the EEG signal into maximally independent components allowing semi-automatically the removal of ocular artefacts. Continuous EEG recording was segmented into 2 s overlapped epochs of all conditions corresponding to the four quadrants (upper left, upper right, lower left and lower right); all segments were band pass filtered from 5 to 40 Hz. Baseline correction was performed for each segment by removing the mean value of the signal per channel per trial. Finally, semiautomatic rejection of segments with artefacts was carried out by removing segments with voltages upper and lower ± 80 µV, and with muscle artefacts and horizontal eye movements. On average, about 10% of the segments were rejected. Clean segments obtained from each quadrant were separately averaged and 12 Hz modulated waveforms were obtained. Finally, the power of frequency, by means of the fast Fourier transformation (FFT), was extracted at each channel of the averaged SSVEP as 2 s segments.

### 2.5.2. Signal reliability (SNR) {#s0045}

The SNR, was calculated by means of the rhythmic entrainment source separation (RESS) method (for a full explanation see [@bib13]). RESS consists of linear spatial filters which multiply the EEG electrode time series to produce a weighted combination of all the electrodes instead of the data from individual electrodes and therefore performing a temporally filtered generalized eigendecomposition of selected covariance matrices, a signal covariance matrix (*S*) filtered at the SSVEP frequency and a "reference" or noise covariance matrix (*R*) filtered at frequencies neighbouring the SSVEP which can boost the SNR of the SSVEP. For our data, the *S* matrix was computed at 12 Hz while the *R* matrices were computed at [+]{.ul}1 neighbours frequencies (i.e. 11 and 13 Hz), and SNR values were obtained for each frequency per condition per participant. To assess the difference between SNR values of the signal (12 Hz) and the reference or noise (11 and 13 Hz) an ANOVA was performed with group (patients and healthy participants) as between-subjects factor, quadrant of stimulation (upper left, upper right, lower left and lower right) and frequency (11, 12 and 13 Hz) as within-subject factors. Additionally, blind and intact fields, in the patients group, were separately analysed by selecting one blind and one intact quadrant for each patient and performing two different ANOVAs with frequency (11,12 and 13 Hz) as within-subject factor. The Greenhouse-Geisser epsilon was applied to correct the degrees of freedom of the F-distribution. Post-hoc analyses were performed using the Bonferroni correction.

### 2.5.3. Time and frequency analysis {#s0050}

#### 2.5.3.1. Time {#s0055}

To make a general comparison between patients and controls one single group of patients was formed by flipping left-right the brain electrical activity of patients with left hemisphere lesion. Thus, **patients** were divided in four groups according to the (upper or lower) position of their blind field and the corresponding intact field: upper blind field (n = 12; LF, AP, RC, BC, GS, LC, FB, HE, SL, AN, LB, AM), lower blind field (n = 10; RC, BC, GS, LC, FB, HE, GA, SL, AN, LB), upper sighted field (n = 12; LF, AP, RC, BC, GS, LC, FB, HE, GA, SL, AN, LB), and lower sighted field (n = 13; LF, AP, RC, BC, GS, LC, FB, HE, GA, SL, AN, LB, AM). In the **healthy group** all the four quadrants of stimulus presentation were considered. For this first descriptive analysis we adopted a procedure similar to that of [@bib18] with healthy participants. To visualize the temporal SSVEP modulation, grand-average waveforms were constructed for each condition in both patients and healthy groups.

#### 2.5.3.2. Frequency {#s0060}

Analyses consisted of three steps to assess descriptively as well as statistically the frequency modulation related to the presence and the side of the visual field loss in the patients group. To do that, data were analysed by forming groups of patients according to the blind and sighted quadrants and the side of lesion (left or right). The procedure for these analyses is described below.

##### 2.5.3.2.1. Step 1: General overview in hemianopic patients {#s0065}

The aim of this step was to evaluate general differences and similarities in frequency modulation over occipital electrodes between healthy participants and patients. As in the previous analysis, the activity of left lesioned patients was flipped left-right and a group of 9 patients (those with quadrantanopia were not included in this analysis) was formed and compared with the group of 13 healthy participants. An ANOVA was performed to analyse the power of frequency at 12 Hz in parieto-occipital electrodes for each group independently. To do that, two clusters of four electrodes with the mean power of the right parieto-occipital (O2, PO4, PO8 and PO10) and left parieto-occipital (O1, PO3, PO7 and PO9) channels were formed. Statistical analyses were conducted considering hemisphere (parieto-occipital left/intact and parieto-occipital right/lesioned), hemifield (left/blind and right/sighted) and quadrant (upper field and lower field) as within-subjects factors.

Given the presence of a conspicuous prefrontal activity a further electrode cluster from Fp1 and Fp2 was analysed considering hemifield (left/blind and right/sighted) and quadrant (upper field and lower field) as within-subjects factors for each group independently. For the statistical analyses, the Greenhouse-Geisser epsilon was applied to correct the degrees of freedom of the F-distribution. Post-hoc analyses were performed using the Bonferroni correction.

##### 2.5.3.2.2. Step 2: Difference between patients with a left or right hemispheric lesion {#s0070}

The purpose of this step was to assess the difference in the power of frequency at 12 Hz between two groups of patients with similar lesions in opposite hemispheres: patients with right lesion (n = 3; RC, GS and HE) and patients with left lesion (n = 3; SL, AN and LB). This subset of patients was selected according to the similarity in the brain lesion as shown by the RM images and the extension and location of the blind visual field documented by campimetry. Analyses consisted of a comparison between intact and damaged hemisphere of the clusters of parieto-occipital electrodes for each quadrant and group separately. The cluster of prefrontal electrodes was analysed by comparing quadrants (blind *vs* sighted) in each group and between groups (sighted *vs* sighted and blind *vs* blind). Considering group size, a non-parametric Monte Carlo Percentile Bootstrap Simulation ([@bib22]) was performed to assess the statistical differences. This method uses surrogate tests which consist of randomly re-sampling with replacement for 5000 times the data for each subject in the group to create a data distribution from the shuffled data with no normality assumptions.

##### 2.5.3.2.3. Step 3: Difference between blind and sighted quadrants {#s0075}

For this last analysis, patients were grouped considering their blind and sighted quadrants: blind upper left (n = 9; LF, AP, RC, BC, GS, LC, FB, HE, AM), blind upper right (n = 4; SL, AN, LB, AM), blind lower left (n = 6; RC, BC, GS, LC, FB, HE), blind lower right (n = 4; GA, SL, AN, LB), sighted upper left (n = 4; GA, SL, AN, LB), sighted upper right (n = 9; LF, AP, RC, BC, GS, LC, FB, HE, GA), sighted lower left (n = 7; LF, AP, GA, SL, AN, LB, AM) and sighted lower right (n = 9; LF, AP, RC, BC, GS, LC, FB, HE, AM). Same non-parametric percentile Bootstrap re-sampling method ([@bib22]), described in [Section 2.5.3.2.3](#s0075){ref-type="sec"}, was used to explore statistical differences between left and right parieto-occipital cluster of electrodes for each condition and group separately. As in the [Section 2.5.3.2.3](#s0075){ref-type="sec"}, the cluster of frontal electrodes was analysed by comparing sighted and corresponding blind quadrants.

3. Results {#s0080}
==========

3.1. Signal reliability {#s0085}
-----------------------

The SNR was calculated by means of the RESS method. Signal (*S* = 12 Hz) and references (*Rs* = 11 and 13 Hz) were extracted to make comparisons within and between subjects. An ANOVA showed no main effect of Group (patients *vs* healthy participants) (F(1,24) = 2.05, p = 0.16, η~^2^~p = 0.07). Incidentally, the lack of group differences justifies our decision to include a group of young healthy participants. Significant differences were observed in the main effect of Frequency (F(2, 48) = 203.0, p \< 0.001, η~^2^~p = 0.89, ε = 0.51) with *S* significantly higher than *R* at 11 Hz (MD = 1.84) and *R* at 13 Hz (MD = 1.89). No other differences or interactions were observed.

In the **patients group** independent ANOVAs for blind and intact quadrants showed a significant effect of Frequency for both blind (F(2, 24) = 378.31, p \<0.001 η~^2^~p = 0.969) and intact (F(2, 24) = 163.74, p \<0.001, η~^2^~p = 0.932) hemifields. As in the previous analysis, *S* was higher than *Rs* for both blind (MD~11 Hz~ = 1.6; MD~13 Hz~ = 1.6) and intact (MD~11 Hz~ = 1.7; MD~13 Hz~ = 1.7) fields. Results are graphically represented in [Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 5SNR results for the patients group (A and B) and the healthy participants (A). Panel A shows the differences between *S* and *Rs* considering group (patients, n = 13; healthy participants, n = 13), quadrant (upper left, upper right, lower left, lower right) and frequency (12 Hz, 11 Hz, 13 Hz) as factors. Panel B shows the differences between *S* and *Rs* considering one blind and one intact fields in patients (n = 13) separately. \*\* p \< 0.01, \*\*\* p \< 0.001.Fig. 5

In sum, the important finding here was that the responses to blind field stimulation were significantly reliable as was the case for the intact hemifield of patients and for healthy participants. It is particularly reassuring that reliability was not different between patients and young healthy participants despite the substantial age difference.

3.2. Time {#s0090}
---------

[Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"} shows the time domain waveforms recorded from parieto-occipital and prefrontal electrodes for patients and healthy participants. Waveforms are represented in time windows of 166.7 ms corresponding to a complete cycle of pattern-reversal in the stimulation at 12 HzFig. 6Time SSVEP waveforms in healthy participants (A) and hemianopic patients (B). In the patients group, blind and sighted quadrants correspond to left and right visual field, respectively, as result of the left-right flipping. Positive values are plotted upward.Fig. 6

In the **healthy group**, waveforms were sinusoidally modulated at the frequency of stimulation (12 Hz). Interestingly, stimulus presentation to the upper quadrants evoked higher amplitude waveforms than for the lower quadrants and this was similar to what described by [@bib18].

In the **patients group** some similarities with the healthy group were observed. First, even if of smaller amplitude, waveforms were sinusoidally modulated at 12 Hz across quadrants in either the blind or sighted field. Second, the spatio-temporal distribution for the upper blind and lower sighted field was similar to that of the healthy group. Third, the amplitude for the sighted upper field was higher than that for the lower sighted field.

However, there were **differences between patients and healthy participants** that concerned various parameters: First, the morphology of the waveforms was less defined in patients and their amplitude was smaller for both blind and sighted hemifields. Second, phase modulation (see [Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}A) in upper and lower fields of the healthy group was in antiphase (i.e. opposite phase of about 180° at POz electrode representing a normal pattern) while patients showed an abnormal antiphase pattern in the blind field (this was not the case for the intact field, see [Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}B).

3.3. Frequency {#s0095}
--------------

### 3.3.1. Step 1: General overview {#s0100}

As shown in [Fig. 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"}A and B, in the **healthy group** the magnitude of the FFT in the power spectrum and in the topographical plotting was larger over the electrodes contralateral to the side of stimulation. This was not the case in the **patients group** ([Fig. 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"}C and D) where this was only found for stimulation in the lower sighted and upper blind fields.Fig. 7Frequency modulation for patients and healthy participants. Panels A and C show the magnitude of the FFT at 12 Hz (frequency of stimulation) over parieto-occipital and prefrontal electrodes. In panels B and D are shown the scalp 2D circular flat topographic maps where the distribution of the power of frequency is represented for healthy participants and patients respectively. Topographic map scales in the patients group have been adjusted according to the maximum magnitude of frequency for each quadrant.Fig. 7

Topographic maps at 12 Hz in **healthy participants** ([Fig. 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"}B) showed a focused activity in parieto-occipital scalp areas contralateral to the stimulated quadrant as well as a medial parieto-occipital activity (in keeping with the striate and extrastriate origin of SSVEP). In addition to this typical posterior activity, a strong medial prefrontal activity was present for all quadrants with a similar magnitude.

In the **patients group** ([Fig. 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"}D), the parieto-occipital focus was more visible for sighted fields (especially for the lower), but was also detectable for the blind fields (especially for the upper). The medial prefrontal focus was also clearly present and stronger in the sighted fields.

In the **healthy group** an ANOVA on the parieto-occipital clusters showed a significant hemifield by hemisphere interaction (F(1,12) = 7.98, p \< 0.01, η~^2^~p = 0.40). Post hoc analysis showed higher magnitude of power in the hemisphere contralateral to the stimulation side for both left (MD = 0.04, p = 0.01) and right (MD = 0.07, p = 0.04) visual fields.

In the **patients group** a significant hemifield by quadrant interaction was found (F(1,8) = 7.91, p \< 0.02, η~^2^~p = 0.49), with the power of magnitude for the lower sighted visual field higher than for the lower blind visual field.

An ANOVA for the frontal electrodes, considering hemifield (left/blind and right/sighted) and quadrant (upper field and lower field) as factors, showed no significant differences either in the healthy or in the patients group. No other differences were found.

### 3.3.2. Step 2: Difference between patients with a right or left hemispheric lesion {#s0105}

[Fig. 8](#f0040){ref-type="fig"} shows the FFT topographic maps of patients with right or left lesion. Two are the main differences observed by visual inspection: First, in the left group there is a higher power for stimuli presented to the sighted than to the blind hemifield; Second, in the left group, the focus of activity in posterior areas is mainly in the contralateral hemisphere (for upper left, upper right and lower left quadrants) while in the right group activity is less focused.Fig. 8Scalp 2D circular flat topographic maps of the magnitude of frequency at 12 Hz for right lesioned (top) and left lesioned (bottom) patients.Fig. 8

Importantly, the prefrontal activity is stronger in the sighted quadrants in comparison with the blind quadrants in both groups, but this is more pronounced in the left lesioned group.

Bootstrap statistical analysis showed significant differences only between left and right **parieto-occipital clusters** for the stimulation in the lower sighted-left hemifield in the left lesioned patients where the right cluster\'s magnitude (contralateral to the stimulation) was higher than left cluster (ipsilateral to the stimulation) (CI = 0.002, p \< 0.001).

Statistical analyses over the **prefrontal cluster** concerned firstly the comparisons between sighted and blind upper or lower quadrants separately for each group. Results showed significant differences between the upper left sighted and upper right blind (CI = 0.07, p \< 0.001) and between the lower left sighted and the lower right blind (CI = 0.07, p \< 0.001) visual fields in the left lesioned patients group. In contrast, no significant differences were observed in the group of patients with right lesion.

Between-groups comparisons showed differences in the sighted lower fields between left lesioned and right lesioned patients (CI = 0.008, p \< 0.001) where the magnitude of power was higher in the left lesioned group. No differences were observed between upper sighted fields or between blind upper or lower visual fields.

### 3.3.3. Step 3: Difference between blind and sighted quadrants {#s0110}

[Fig. 9](#f0045){ref-type="fig"} shows SSVEP maps for blind and sighted hemifields. Occipital contralateral activity can be observed in the upper while it is missing in the lower blind quadrants where is visible a bilateral frontal-central activity. Sighted quadrants showed contralateral occipital activity for left stimulation while bilateral and ipsilateral activity was observed for upper right and lower right quadrants.Fig. 9Scalp 2D circular flat topographic maps of the magnitude of frequency at 12 Hz for blind (top) and sighted (bottom) quadrants.Fig. 9

As reported for the FFT maps, a strong frontal activity was more prominent in sighted than blind quadrants. Comparisons between sighted and blind quadrants for the prefrontal cluster showed significantly higher frequency magnitude in the upper left sighted than in the left blind quadrant (CI = 0.0005, p = 0.05). Statistical analysis of the parieto-occipital clusters showed no significant differences (CI \< 0, p \> 0.05) between left and right hemisphere across quadrants in both blind and sighted hemifields. No other significant differences were observed.

4. Discussion {#s0115}
=============

Most of the previous VEPs studies have found no reliable neural responses when hemianopic patients are visually stimulated in the blind visual field with transient stationary stimuli ([@bib23], [@bib28]). More promising have been studies with moving stimuli especially in patients with above chance unconscious behavioural responses such as blindsight ([@bib6], [@bib23]) or some kind of residual visual awareness (see [@bib32]). In the light of this rather scanty evidence, the aim of the present study was to evaluate if SSVEPs elicited by stimulation of the blind (and intact) field of hemianopic patients might be a reliable means to obtain visual neural responses. These might be very useful data for studying the neural correlates of visual unconscious processing in these patients.

To achieve that, the first step adopted was assessing the SNR indices in both damaged and intact hemispheres for stimulus presentation to either intact or blind visual field quadrants, and comparing these data with those of healthy participants. We showed for the first time that the blind hemifield of hemianopic patients responds reliably to SSVEP stimulation independently from type of lesion and position of the visual field loss. This finding is clearly supported by the lack of difference in the SNR index between patients and controls and in the former between intact and blind visual hemifield.

Our results demonstrate that cortical blindness does not necessarily mean the absence of brain response in visual areas, especially when the lesion is restricted to visual primary areas (V1). One obvious, important question concerns what cerebral areas might subserve the neural responses from the blind field. fMRI studies have demonstrated some degree of brain reorganization in hemianopic patients that is likely to involve the vicarious functioning of other visual cortical areas such as primarily the extrastriate visual cortex ([@bib1], [@bib4], [@bib9], [@bib33], [@bib34], [@bib40]). In particular it is known that the motion sensitive MT+ complex (or V5) receives direct input from subcortical areas such as the lateral geniculate nucleus ([@bib1], [@bib50]), the pulvinar nuclei ([@bib3]) and the superior colliculus ([@bib26]). Furthermore, the existence of visual input to MT+ that bypass V1 has been also shown by means of transient VEP studies using motion-onset stimuli ([@bib23], [@bib40]). These are all likely possible neural substrates for the responses found for blind field stimulus presentation; in the present study we found SSVEP responses from the blind field broadly similar to those observed in previous studies with healthy participants ([@bib18]). Since those studies have demonstrated the contribution of several extrastriate visual areas (V2, V3, V4/V8 and V5/MT+) in addition to V1 ([@bib18], [@bib52]) to SSVEP responses in healthy participants, it is reasonable to expect similar sources in our hemianopics group.

All that said, one should point out that even if we found a reliable brain electrical activity following stimulus presentation to the blind field, this was qualitatively and quantitatively different from that in healthy participants for both intact and damaged hemisphere. Of course, one might wonder whether the group differences in the topographic distribution of the evoked activity might have been related not only to the brain lesion but also to the age of the patient group. In order to try and test for an age effect in the patients' responses we carried out a correlational analysis between age and magnitude of power evoked by stimulation of each single quadrant. This analysis was justified considering the large age range (47--75 years) of patients. No reliable correlations were observed, (rho \< 0.4; p \> 0.05). Even though this result is not directly relevant to the question it shows that an age difference of about 30 years does not result in a reliable power difference for the four visual quadrants.

As to the **parieto-occipital activity**, the main differences with respect to healthy participants were related to the amplitude and morphology of the SSVEP components in the time domain and to the topographical distribution in the frequency domain. Previous studies using current source localization analysis have identified V1 as the major cortical generator of the SSVEP signal ([@bib18], [@bib29]). Therefore, it is likely that the morphology and amplitude differences for stimulus presentation to the blind field depend on damage to V1. Interestingly, in the patients group there was no significant difference between the magnitude of power in the contralateral and ipsilateral hemisphere for the four quadrants as shown by visual inspection of the topographical distribution of the activity for stimulation in the blind fields (see [Fig. 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"}D). This is not the case for the sighted field where magnitude of power was more similar to that of healthy participants (see [Fig. 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"}B and D).

Moreover, the SSVEP phase in patients was abnormal for the blind field while it looked normal in the sighted field. Importantly, while the SSVEP phase in healthy participants and the intact field of patients followed a pattern similar to the C1 ERP component (i.e. opposite phase between upper and lower visual fields) which is explained by the fact that C1 arises from neural generators in V1 ([@bib17]) this was not the case for the blind field.

In sum, SSVEP waveforms morphology and amplitude, magnitude of frequency power, topographical distribution and phase support the idea that the main contribution to the SSVEP activity recorded from the blind field is mainly from extrastriate cortical areas bypassing V1 as proposed in neuroimaging ([@bib9], [@bib33], [@bib34]) and transient VEP ([@bib23], [@bib47]) studies, as well as in a study combining VEP and fMRI and including detailed retinotopic analyses ([@bib40]).

In addition to the posterior parietal-occipital activity, a strong **medial prefrontal activity** was observed in both patients and healthy participants (see [3.2](#s0090){ref-type="sec"}, [3.3](#s0095){ref-type="sec"}). This anterior activity was present for the sighted hemifield of hemianopic patients and was similar to that observed in healthy participants. In contrast, there was a lack (or strong reduction) of this activity in the blind hemifield. This is in keeping with recent findings showing that early ERP components recorded from prefrontal electrodes are related to visual processing. In particular the pN1 and pP1 are concomitant to the parieto-occipital P1 and N1components at about 100 and 180 ms and are related to stimulus appearance while the pP2 is concomitant to N2 (about 300 ms) and has been associated to processing of target stimuli ([@bib2], [@bib16]; [@bib39]). Studies combining ERP and fMRI found that the source of these prefrontal ERPs is the rostral part of the anterior insula ([@bib16], [@bib51]). The pN1, which is also present for passive stimulation ([@bib15]; [@bib38], [@bib56], has been suggested to be related to the emergence of perceptual awareness [@bib36]. The lack of this early insular activity for the blind hemifield of hemianopics thus, fits in with the lack of perceptual awareness in these patients.

Several previous studies have found that the intact visual field in patients with retrochiasmatic lesions might not be completely normal. Deficits of spatial, temporal ([@bib27]) and contrast sensitivity ([@bib12]), impaired signal detection ([@bib35]) and deficits in early and late visual processing of Gestalt stimuli ([@bib45]) have been observed. These deficits in the sighted field of hemianopics are characterized by differences in cortical activation between left and right lesioned patients ([@bib10]). In our study, for stimulation of the intact field we found a widespread bilateral activity in right-lesioned patients and contralateral activity in left-lesioned patients (see [subsection 3.3.2](#s0105){ref-type="sec"}). Similar results were also observed when patients were grouped according to their sighted quadrants (see [Section 3.3.3](#s0110){ref-type="sec"}). These results are consistent with those of [@bib37], and corroborate the hypothesis that the side of the occipital lesion is relevant for the cortical reorganization enabling functional recovery. From our results it follows that this reorganization may also affect the basal state of the visual system during passive stimulation and not only during task performance.

In conclusion, our results demonstrate the effectiveness of SSVEP in the study of the visual function in patients with retrochiasmatic lesions; they also suggest different patterns of reorganization depending on the side of lesion and the role of the anterior insula in perceptual awareness. SSVEP technique promises to be a good approach to the study of more complex processes in hemianopic patients (e.g. attention and memory) and in the assessment of different levels of visual consciousness. Furthermore, SSVEP is likely to result as a very valuable objective tool to establish the presence of visual neural responses in cortical blindness and to predict the feasibility of a rehabilitation procedure. This is in broad keeping with what has been proposed for the pupillary response to light ([@bib44]; see also [@bib5] and [@bib21]). In the present study we did not attempt to correlate SSVEP responses and presence of blindsight type I or II and therefore we cannot demonstrate the feasibility of this method to predict blindsight or a successful outcome of visual rehabilitation but we are confident that future studies will cast light on this important possibility.
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